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About Mike Maddock
Mike Maddock is an entrepreneur, an inventor, a writer and a keynote speaker. Mike calls himself an Idea Monkey because he loves to solve problems
with disruptive ideas. This passion for problem solving led him to establish Maddock Douglas, Inc. in 1991. Maddock Douglas has become an
internationally recognized innovation agency that helps leading corporations invent and launch new products, services and business models. It is the
perfect place for Idea Monkeys and the (Ring) Leaders who keep them on track.
Entrepreneurship is a big part of Mike's life and he has launched six successful businesses. He also cochairs the Gathering of Titans entrepreneurial
conclave at MIT, he is past president of both Entrepreneurs' Organization and Young Presidents' Organization, both chapters located in Chicago.
A doodler, turned cartoonist, turned author, Mike has been using words and pictures to get laughs and build ideas his entire life. Today, Mike is a
featured columnist for Bloomberg Businessweek and Forbes and author of four books about entrepreneurship and innovation: Plan D (which is about
Disruptors), Free the Idea Monkey (which is about balancing vision and execution) and Brand New (which is about how great brands invent and launch
new products, services, and business models).
Mike is a highly rated keynote speaker and has a passion for inspiring and empowering innovation leaders by helping them build the types of culture and
processes that lead to new product success.
Select Keynotes
Create the Leadership Culture You Need To Succeed
Is your executive team ready to lead the innovation charge? This full-day boot camp for your top executives and partners is designed to help
businesses learn the proven, fundamental innovation methods that Fortune 100s use to get the most out of their people, their processes and
their intellectual property. The Innovation Boot Camp is designed to jump-start your team and provide the common language, focus, tools and
momentum to heighten the likelihood of success.
Key takeaways include:

How to use global experts to infuse outside perspectives
Training on the necessary, proven steps that ensure success
How to audit, prioritize and manage an innovation portfolio
Methods to consistently create bigger ideas
The top 10 reasons new products fail and what to do about each
Free the Idea Monkeys (To Focus On What Matters Most)
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Do you want an innovative culture? The most innovative companies have discovered and mastered the balance between Idea Monkeys and
Ringleaders to create this culture. This presentation will help your people distinguish between the big idea people and the ones who make sure
the most important ideas actually happen. It celebrates the roles of each and then help your leaders understand their own strengths and
weaknesses. Key innovation learning points: What’s great about Monkeys and Ringleaders How to develop the innovator’s mindset The
innovation portfolio and where Monkeys and Ringleaders do best Key innovation truisms that the best companies have discovered Techniques to
get the most out of the creatives and the operators The speech is based on Mike’s book Free the Idea Monkey and shows you how to manage
the healthy and essential tension between the divergent and convergent thinkers on your team. This program will give both Idea Monkey and
Ringleaders ideas on how to get the most out of themselves and the people they manage.
Innovation Unstuck
Learn how and why innovation teams get stuck and proven ways to break them free. How can a sophisticated organization be so committed to a
life-or-death mission — innovation — but still not achieve it? This was the innovation paradox we wrote about in our first book Brand New: Solving
the Innovation Paradox.
Sadly, years later, research shows that the paradox is more pronounced today than ever. Companies are still getting stuck despite 84 percent of
CEOs saying innovation is critical to their strategy (a 20 percent jump since we wrote the book). The good news is that the pattern of where and
how innovation teams get stuck is predictable. Better yet, there are proven and reliable ways to get your team unstuck, accelerating innovation
success in your company.
Select Book Titles
2 0 1 8: Plan D. The Disrupter Mindset.
2 0 1 2: Free the Idea Monkey
2 0 1 2: Flirting with the Uninterested, Innovating in a Sold Not Bought Category
2 0 1 1: Brand New: Solving the Innovation Paradox -- How Great Brands Invent and Launch New Products, Services, and Business Models
Select Testimonials
“As always, Mike was an absolute pleasure to work with and he knocked it out of the park! The audience really connected with him during his
presentation, and I know they appreciated his energy and engagement. I really hope to work with Mike more in 2015 — he makes my job so
much easier and I know I can always count on him for a stellar presentation!”
— Betsy Shea, Education Consultant, The Learning Studio, Inc.

“I thoroughly enjoyed your presentation. As a life-long learner, I attend a significant number of presentations on a wide variety of subjects. I am
tough to impress; you are impressive. Enough said."
— Nikki Sullivan, Director of Continual Improvement, General Kinematics

“Mike was one of the highest rated Vistage Executive Summit speakers from all 2014. His presentations brought in scores of 4.6 and 4.7 on a
scale of 1 – 5, making him one of this year’s biggest success stories. He brings a fantastic energy, great insights and practical takeaways that
resonate with CEOs and other business leaders.”
— Steve Dobbins, SVP Member Engagement, Vistage
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